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In 1962, a new flexible pavement design method, 
the MStfO Interim Gt1ido for Flexible Pavement Design, was 
d C \ t (- _•_ _i f 1 " ·; , • I i ... ... ··- to •" ·, 'i. :& 
·-
t·• (. ,r,~.~., 1' t·, t· {~O o· n Dec i gn \ .. ,.,:.;, - " . '~~-· 
. 0 -_ - • AlthougJ1 the 
metl1od l1t1s ~ld i ::t·ti --,, . ll!1C! 1S 
" ' . ,,, .,,. 
• f .+ \ ... _i ,._ .-. '('(·';' ·,p,~f • f,... ..- "•· •- .· \,,_ l .If • .. .· . ,,._ 
• 
cur re n t 1 y us c d i r1 I> c r1 n s y 1 \f zi r, i i.l to ci c s i ~1 r1 f l c~ }: il _, 1 t · 
ments, it is limited in precise application to ,11:cas where 
the sc>il types and environmental conditions are similar to 
site, Ottawa, Illinois). 011e lin1itation of tr1c Ir1tc1:·i1n 
Guide is that no guidance is given for selecting structural 
coefficients for materials different to those used in the 
AASHO Road Test. The objective of this work is to 
use existing elastic theories to determine the modulus of 
each pavement component from plate loading test data ob-
tained at the surface of each layer and to develop structural 
coefficients from the moduli . 
• 
Two approaches, an equivalent Burmister's two-
layered theory and a finite element analysis, a~e used to 
determine the individual moduli of pavement components. 
It has been found that, within the linear elastic 
range, the subgrade modulus is independent of the applies 
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of of tC!Otlve thloJcn••• ha• bea,n ••tablished for th• •ub-
th 1. (,.. \: . ', ,, . $ •• ,, 
' ·-· .. .,,.. ... ,,. '· "'~ I!' Ii • 
to 1.5 times J C)ilC} ('( i ' 't ., "· • ''.''t (;Ii·• .... t., • ;,,, ·1,l;,1' •. , t, .II • .I •-
IIOduli appear indeJlondc1nt of thickr1cnt1. 
1 al s, 
atruc:t'.t1r,,l cocff icicnts of pavement m.ateriala baaed on corre-
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In 1962, follc,wtr1c1 cc>mJ:>lction of the Road Test, 
Design Committee reported the developmc:1t of the 1\l,SJ-!() Iz1-
t e, ·. ,. . ~ 1· tn r .,J , • r • i ( , r 1 .l. -.- • 1 l • a '•. 'J } ,,i. ·- _, '1 • f : 1 ' 1 r 1 · • • -, ' ) " · · - ·· :II .· · · · · . . • ' .¥" fl 11 .• ,.i. " L, t ~ <) r •. c. >' .. 1 ) . e, pa v cm c n ts • This Guide was 
based c,r1 ti1L~ I a . ·., ; • 1 ' 1 * t .• ,·- ·. ,.·" It -. • ' l l ' , t3. •. ) ·, ! • l. > .• 
-. , , ~ :. i, c.: ; r i' \ 1} f I . l , ; 'I' -. s·~ t· S· ll ''1 t) 1 -.1 ... , i. 11 t· ..... a· by • • ~ • .. , •• ' . . ' , , ,' \. .~ c.. , ,, L.. ~ . I .,, , ..... , ,.· , .. ( - ••• ,. - • , t, 
• • 
existing desigr1 proceciures. Al thougl1 tl1e 1nf.!tl1c)c! hc1:; 1Jc:c!r1 
widely accepted, it is limited in precise application to 
areas \•i!"1c~rc: tl1e soi 1 type and environmental conditions are 
S i mi l a 1- t O th OS C Up O Tl \•l !"l i C !1 t !1 c~ n1 c· t !10 cl i S b cl S e d ( the AAS I-! 0 
Road Test site, Otta\.;a, Illinois). One limitation of the 
Design Guide is that no guidance is given for selection of 
structural coefficients of pavement materials which differ 
from those used in the AASHO Road Test. 
Since flexible pavement design is a layered-
system problem, one of the major inputs is the individual 
moduli of the pavement materials. These moduli are usually 
determined by labo~atory triaxial tests, repeated-load 
tests or simply by engineering judgement. However, it was 
pointed out by Burmister (1943) in his layered theory, and· 
confirmed by McLeod (1965),· by having analyzed the Hybla 
vaLley data, that the values of pavement component moduli 
might not be constant and independent of thickness and 
-3·..: 
Ill, 
aize of loading area. The modtilus may increase a.a t.he 
lon cl i :1 r1 ' ii * h t • _i_ 'i. 1 • "' r (. ( ) t!"l t-) (""ii n n_ -n t *" \_ " It -. .-»: '- Ji, ¥ \_ .... ·---' ,, .. · • f • ... ·- .f ' ~_]' 
.. .. 
ness of the layer component increases a.nd the lo.ading area 
r en1 ~1 111 ~:; c: o 11 s t (t r1 t . The r C! fare , a t ten t ion 11 as been d i .rec t ed 
1 .. . f' •"' 1 ,- - I 
• ' . t. -· "' u ·" l at d- {1 t· ,: .• z·1·q i r·: 1· •1 CI t· ' 1 •~ ,... \...;_.,- • ii """'" ill "' ' ' i ... ~-j - l • "-· . .• . . -~ ·1 ! 1 1 ~. ~ -- ' 1 - I l . 1 t; .. . l c. L. , .•. _ . c~ r J !:1 ti 1- 1 r1 c~ 11 ts 
.. 
by using data cJbtaincd fron1 a series of fielci fJlalr· lc)dclir1g 
tests performed on the surface of each pavement component. 
Based on the individual modulus, the relative contribution 
(structural coc:ff icier1t) of caci1 layer of t!1e pavemcr1t to 
the AASHO design equation can be evaluated. 
This thesis includes a brief review of the current 
state of knowledge in flexible pavement design, including 
the AASHO Design equation, the elastic-layered theory 
(Boussinesq equation and Burmister's two-layered syste~ 
theory), ·and the axisyrnmetric finite element theory. De-
scriptions of the field testing program are presented. Out-
lines of the application of both the elastic-layered theory 
and the axisymmetric finite element analysis to evaluate 
the modulus of each pavement component are described. The 
structural coefficients in the AASHO design, determined from 
the individual modulus for materials used in Pennsylvania, 
are presented. 





II. CURRENT STATUS OF KNOWLEDGE 
2.1 ft• AASHO Doaign Commit too 's f'inding 
I 1 t' ,,. . ., n ·,Jh ••. , tt1e Amor ican Association of State Highway 
O.ffici~1ls 
This Guide was based on the results of the Al\.SBO Road Test, 
supplemented by existing design procedures. 
2.1.1 The AASHO Design Equation 
For 18-kip single-axle load applications, the 




= 9.36.log(SN+l)-0.20+ ~ 094 
0. 4+ ' . (SN+l)S.l~ 
(1) 
w18 = total equivalent 18-kip single-axle loads 
expected during the design life of the 
facility. 
SN= structural numb~r 
G = logarithmic expression of initial and 
desired terminal serviceability. Frequently, 
• 
G ia aaaumed to be 2. 5 for pri.ma.ry, heavy 
dut\~ 
:;<J4 2. O f 01~ secondary, low 
!q·uation ( 1) is a mathem.atical ex·pression of the 
Road Test 1. - t... ,:- l 1 1 t· • : :1 r 1 1 1 c·_. 1 i .. ,_~ f_ • ,;~ . . • ') • ,· . • • l • ,l 1 ..... \ , . . t 11 c~ 11 t1n1iJ c· r c1 f 18-kip axle load 
a pp 1 i ca t i o 11 s , \'i 1 8 , re q u i 1~ c ci to 1: c~ ci t 1 c: c· tht:: sc·r,.rit.~{·,!I)i li t·v to 
... 
a certain value for a pavement having a structural number of 
SN. 
In order to properly account for environmental in-
fluences on the behavior of the pavement materials, a re-
gional factor, R, is introduced into the design procedure 
to permit variation in design. There is no rational proce-
dure available to evaluate the regional factor for the various 
conditions present throughout the country. Although guide-
lines and suggested values were proposed by the Design Com-
mittee (Langsner, Huff, and Liddle, 1962), there has been 
very little progress in the development of specific regional~ 
factors. 
Due to a wide variety of subgrade soil tppes on 
.. 
which the pavement is constructed, a soil support scale has 
been established by correlation with a number of other design 










areas whict, have aoil chnracteriatics different from tho•• 
•-t t\1-- c• t- c---. f~ t· .;' .. 1· t· • -I- t· h 1 •• , - • • • · ' : • ~~, t f t , • • ), - , ,(~ --------- ·r .,. -.. i ·---~ i i .r·tn ' ·-·" ....... - -- • j . . ~-- (' • ~ • ' • ' ' .. ,. f ( • • '" '" •• -- -" .,. • .. ' • • ' ... t -.. - {_.\ • .. ( ... <-. " -- .... J -
varies with the soi 1 tc-: __ Pt' _l'_,-lg- p· y•(--)-C":t"'l'it11-·~_--.._ tl~-t,i,r! '1f·1,(i i ,., ••. ,. 1n~',_{-.r -t)J c.i .• ..· A,,, _ . .,. .o:, 'I;,,--'- \r,,:i l,.._Aj .. '·-·· .. •· i!- \_._; \ .. ,,.- Cl • ~ ~-A i.e . .w- ,jl;" ,. 1 ~·~-. , w,; .- ,.._., -· . 
in which the test is run. If the regional factor R arlcl the 
soi. l :: trt,z1gtr·1, e>:1=>r(::;sed as soil support, SS, are intro-
duced, Eq. ( l) bc~C()I11CS 
• 






20+ 1 094 0. 4 O+ ' - S l, 
(SN+ 1) . 
Equation (2) has been reduced to nomographic form 
for design purposes and is shown in Fig. 1. 
2.1.2 Variables Involved in the AASHO Design Equation 
From Fig. 1 it is seen that to apply the AASHO 
Interim Guide to the design of a flexible pavement, it is 
necessary to evaluate each of the parameters in the design 
equation, including the soil support value, SS, the regional 
factor, R, the estimated average daily traffic Wis' the 
value of G for the initial and terminal serviceability de-
sired, and the design life of the pavement. From the knowl-
edge of these variables, the AASHO design chart can be 
"' 
readily tined to •olve for the required atructural nUllber of 
t. h· . ,·, i -; "·,· :1 i} '."· t. ·r • .. 1. < ~ 1 I ;.;.. .-: · * ""-_ ... ,. . ,,. C. j ,.,., ; t 
2.1.3 The Structural Number 
In ti1c~ 1962 Ir1tcrnational Conference on Structu.ral 
Design of 
of determir1ing layer t}1ickr1ess from tJ1e stz~uctL1ri:1l z1untlJt::r 
{SN) developed by the MSftO Operating Cammi ttee on Design. 
The relationship is expressed by the general equation 
Where 
(3) 
a1 ,a2 ,a3 = structural coefficients or relative 
strength of bituminous surface, base, 
and subbase courses respectively 
D1 ,o2 ,D3 = thicknesses of bituminous surface, 
base, and subbase courses respec-
tively, in inches 
Thus, the structural number expresses a relationship be-
tween the thickness of a co~ponent layer in a pavement 




..... , .. 
Table l at,ows th,, coef f icicntu entabl i&hed in 
f (_) 1· baso 
oourae, and aubbase used in the r.>roject. 
For the same value of structu,ral number, there may 
be many co rnlJ i r1 a t i cJ 11 s o f s u 1~ f <l c e , base , a 11 d s u lJ b ,1 s e t i·1 i ck -
nesses. 
2.1. 4 Structural Coefficients (Thickness E~uivalencl). 
The structural coefficient was one of the most 
significant parameters to emerge from the Road Test. In the 
application of the AASHO design met.hod, the correct coeffi-
cient values of pavement materials are of immediate impor-
tance. 
The structural coefficients determined in the AASHO 
Road Test (Table 1) are statistically derived from the analy-
sis of the performance data obtained at the Road Test. In 
other words, the individual values are evaluated mathema-
tically instead of being determined from physically measured 
properties. In addition, the structural coefficients are 
valid only for a layered pavement system having the same ar-
rangement of pavement components as those in the Road Test 







Actually, the structural coefficient ca.n be de-
acribed as .:1 t l11 ck r1 •~~ H :: 
the ratio of the strength of a 1-in. thickness of the mate-
rial tc) tJ1at of 1 in. of any reference material. 
2.1.S Evaluation of Structural Coefficients 
One of the major objectives of the AASHO Road 
axle loads of 
varying magnitude and arrangeme11t, the required tl1ic}:r1c.ss of 
asphalt concrete surfaces on different thicknesses of base 
and subbase for a basement soil of known characteristics. 
Although the Road Test has established coefficients 
for various surface, base, and subbase courses used at the 
Road Test, consideration must be given to determining the 
structural coefficients as a function of material types 
which are different from those used at the Road Test. 
Studies needed fall into four categories:· (1) 
~heoretical studies; (2) major satellite studies; (3) field 
tests; and (4) laboratory tests. 
The simplest and most straight-forward method of 
evaluating the structural coefficients is by correlation 
~10-. 
,.·. 
. . ' 
___ .............. 
atudi•• in which laboratory teat• rr.w,asur1ng tho propart:ie1 
relati va scales or grapha are ttlen established. 
The stt1dic!1 rt1pc,rt(~c1 ?1crein use field plate loadi9 
ing teat da ti:1 to cl(~ tc· r1n1 r1(4 t i1t~ 
pavement component through the use of clastic-l,:1;/crccl theory 
and finite element analysis. From these, the ratios of 
mo ("111 i , l ' • - ' r 
- - -·· \._ -.._) (.-t ~ 
\ l)'l·c·(··, 4_.,, (._ • .., ~ a r1 cl !·; tJ !J !) a s c to th a t o f a s p 11 a 1 t concrete 
s u r f a cc s m ~1 i' be ob t a i r1 c cl . T t1 e s t r Ll c: t u r ~.1 1 c~ cJ c~ f f i c~ i c) 11 t s o f 
each layer can be evaluated by detern1ining t11c structural ~co-
efficient for one layer, such as the asphalt concrete surface, 
by direct correlation with a physical test such as the Marshall 
test. 
2.2 Elastic-Layered Theory 
Since a flexible pavement is a layered system, it 
is logical to apply some form of layered system theory to 
the problem. The basic assumption underlying elastic layered 
system theory is that the materials which constitu~e the in-
dividual layers are linearly elastic ahd ar~ characterized by 
time-independent constants of proportionality between stress 
and strain. Generally, along with the assumption of linear 
elasticity, each material is assumed to be continuous, homo-




tema have been studied in aome detail a.nalytically, and 
P' c- I.-_· " ___ , ·1' < • • • 1· t-' (' -• ' t ' ' h ( • -_ l t --~ < : ' " f•' t • { ; ·--' c· ' ~ ' f ~ ' \ ~ ' -:-._:. 1 _-1' ~ '1 ' • ' ~ r l _ 't_ • 'l1 f ' l ; I • r-~ 1·1 (-)-- r· 1'11 liil l \. . .., J I C ', • ,_ -.• II. .. ..,. ,., :· \. t. )I. ... ~ \..;. " • • Vt. ll I:...., - .· t. } ·,, .;. .. t ill- Ii I;.....,.. . . .. • ,._ r,: • ~- •• ':r.' -- " • \.-- .. \, ~ ~ 
, .. 
operating conditions (Sisko and Brunstrum, 1969). 
In recent years, there has been considerable 
inter es t i 11 th c~ ~ 1 J) IJ l i c:· .~1 t i C) r1 o f t l1 (!or i es o f e 1 as t i c i t y to 
the strL1ctt11-a1 c..ic:si.<Jr1 (;f asJ)hZilt fJi.1v·c2n1c.~r1ts. 'fr1c t11ec)r:/ of 
elasticity was first applied to soil problems by Boussinesq 
(1885). Burmister (1943) was the first one to develop the 
two- and three-layer elastic theory for pavement design. 
2.2.1 Boussinesq Equation 
... 
Boussinesq assumed that the material is an elas-
tic, isotropic and homogeneous semi-infinite half-space. 
With this assumption, those characteristics of the material 
which influence the stresses and strains in the system are 
the modulus of elasticity E and Poisson's ratioµ. The 
deflection at the center of a circularly loaded area is~~ 
For flexibly loaded areas: 
2 
8= 2 (l-µ)crr 
E 
-12~. 
' · l. , 
- · .. -c4) 





Por rigidly loade·d areaa1 
(5) 
6 • deflection at the center of the loaded area 
associated with the pressure 
B • modulus of elaatici ty of t.he material 
a = u,ni t pressure applied to the surface of the 
loac1c~c1 ~1.rc.!a 
r = radius of the loaded area 
µ=Poisson's ratio of the material 
Poisson's ratio for soils generally range from 0 
to O. S. If O. 5 is chosen, Eqs. (4) and (5) become 
- ··11·. For flexibly loaded areas: 
(4a) 
.. ' 
, · For rigidly loaded areas~ . . , I - ' 
~ ar ar A= l.18E, · E = 1.18 11 (Sa) 
' .... ,'' 
. .•,' 
. ' 
. f.'- , ., 
-
By knowing the applied u,nit pressure, the radiua 
of the 10 ·"'1··{1, •. t ,.,. .. , 1 , .... , .. t 
. -~' '-t-A ~ ( • I 41 ,lie t t I ,( i • f t • ' ~'\". \. . . ' ( 4 a) 
d (5 ) b i. l ' . t l ·.··· l . . an . . · 4 can •· 0 uacc to ( t:,!t(~rrnl?lt~ tllt~ ri·\(1(~l: .. ·.::; ()f (".id:i tclt:l ty .• 
Equation (Sa) can be used to determ.ine the subgracJc! modulus 
means of loadi.ng tests on the 
s ub g r '"1 <l c . 
2.2.2 B,urmister•·s Two-Lax:ered system Theory 
The two- and three-layer elastic theory, developed 
by Burmister (1943 and 1945), considc:1-cci t11e pc1\1 en1ent as an 
elastic layer resting on a semi-infinite elastic subgrade. 
Due to the complexity of the mathematics involved, this 
theory was once considered to be of limited application and 
only a few numerical solutions were published (Fox, 1948; Acum 
& Fox,1951). It is only since the advent of high speed digi-
tal computers that the theory has gained increased . 
importance and has been extended to multilayer systems 
(Warren and Dieckman, 1963). 
Assumptions made in.Burmister's two-layered system 
·· t~eory are; 
(1) The soils of each of two layers are homoge-
neous, isotropic, and linearly elastic. 
-14-
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(2) The upper layer (layer 1) i• 
·weight l ·o· ~'t ,.? . (~ f_J • . , . l·. ,~ ~-, of 111f i :ii t,t~ t:!Xtcnt in the horizontal 
direction, but of finit,·· thi,~}::~(·:.;z;. l , 1 'l r· y~ ( a u.b-
"' 
grade) is inf irlite in extent botl1 i1cJrizor1-
tally a.nd vertically downward. 
(3) B0ur1ti~11-,,,.. cor1cl .i tions 
.~ 
(a) the upper layer is free 
of normal a.nd shearing stress outside the limit of tl1e 
loading area. 
(b) at infinite depth t.he stresses and dis-
placements in the subgrade are equal to zero. 
(4) The solution of the two-layer problem satis-
fies the continuity condition of stress and displacement 
across the interface between the upper and lower layers, 
i.e. at the interface, the normal and shearing stresses and 
the vertical and horizontal displacements are equal in the 
two layers. 
(5) The value of the Poisson's ratio is o.s . 
... 
Based on the above assumptions Burmister has re-
duced the complicated differential equation to simple ex-
pressions as follows: 
,i -0 .:,. : 
,, 
••. l( 
For flexibly loaded areaai 
(fi) 
For rigidly loaded areas: 
(7) 
where E2 is the modulus of lower layer (su.bgrade) and F is 
ca 11 e c1 t l1 e de f 1 c c t i o r1 fa c t c.) r \•l 11 i c 11 i s dime 11 s i C) 11 l cs r~ and is 
a function of both ratio of the modulus of elasticity of 
the subgrade to that of the pavement and the depth to bear-
ing radius ratio. 
Figure 2 shows values of F for various depth 
ratios and moduli of elasticity. Additional tables and 
charts have been published by Hank and Scrivner (1948), Fox 
(1948), and Jones (1962). 
2.3 Finite Element Analysis 
There have been many layered-system approaches 
based on theory of elasticity to solve the stress and dis-
placement pavement problem. However, due to the complexity-





tain an oxnct solution of the differential oquationa. The 
nu"mcrical techniques. J.fo·wc\ter, for structurc?s of composite 
matr•r i,tls st1ct1 its highway pavements, this procedure is di f-
f i cti 1 t: to i.l PfJ 1 }' . 
Clough and Rashid (1965) used an axisynunetric 
finite element analvsis to solve for the stress distribution 
... 
load a t t 11 e s u r face . The re s u 1 ts \•le 1- e i 11 re as c) r1 i::1 !) 1 c· a ~I re e -
ment with the well known classic problem of elasticity solved 
by Boussinesq (1885). 
Recently, the finite element method was applied 
to the analysis of a pavement system subjected to axisyrnme-
tric loads {Duncan, Monismith, and Wilson, 1968). The 
stresses and deflections so obtained were found to be in 
reasonable agreement with those determined from other lay-
ered system solutions. 
The advantage of the finite element method is 
that it can be quite generally formulated with respect to 
geometry and material properties. This method is parti-
cularly useful for solving problems in layered pavements 
composed of many different materials. 
0, 
,· ' ; 'I , 
I ' ' • 
. '~-
·.· : . :·, 
2.3.1 Met.hod of Analysis 
In t.he f inlte element approximation for axiaymma-
tric solids, the continuous structure is replaced by a system 
f . . -1 • . • . • ': "',: - ,···rnl'•, • · 1· 1 - • •r-'r .,,, ,. , , · -,, ·- r -.,, - n · , - .• ·,n,- .,c> , " 0 ,J ,, .. l . , • • ...... c . t .. .. c C. --- . f ••. ( , ~ l , • , ,,, ! l l_ c A 1 (J .. t " 1 • . t c I c . t . • •• 1 t , _ t t ( ... 
~ 
. 
,_1 t (: 1 r c: ll rn -
fer C 11 t i it 1 j (J i 11 ts • F' i g tl r C 3 i 11 us t I~ d t Cs il f i n i t C (! 1 C n1 C n t 
idealization of a typical axisynunetric solid cylinder in 
which the distribution of stress in the body of revolution 
under axisyn@ctric loading is reduced to a two dimensional 
problem. 
2.3.la Displacement Function 
For a triangular element with nodes i, j, m, 
lettered anticlockwise, the nodal point displacement (Fig. 
4) may be expressed as: 
where 
u. 
{o.} = {vi} 
1 . 
1 
~.=nodal point displacement 
1 
Ui_= displacement of nodal poipt in radial 
direction 











. '.·.,I ... :', 
~{• '' 
• I • , • 
' ' 
'. ·'· .'•· 
The element displacement la similarly oxpraaacd aai 
6i 




where the position of nodal point i is located by the cylin-
drical coordinate system r~ arid z. 
Letting the displacements at any point witehin the 
element be clcfir1c··ci z1s a c~c>lt1n1r1 \rectcJr, {I;i (It, Z):,, tl1c ciis-




= [N.N.N] {o.} 
1 J m J 
om 
(10) 
in which the components of [NJ are in general functions of 
position. 
2.3.lb Strain of Element 
• 16 
: ,: . ' ', 
r'l! . ' 
, ' 
•' • • I ,_t .. , . ' ' 
, " I : ' f ' . 
, '•' I " 1 _ 
L, • I< I, 
The strain function, E, in an axisymmetric system 
Ez 
r,· ~.,..,.,. • - • w_ 
' .~ € ' 
{E} = { R} =· { -', 




. 'YRz q?.· u/az+av;a-~ .. ,, ' 
• ');-, <' ,' '. 
·c:·1·1-- -,·" · . ,, -.'t.·· 
, I . , ,1,f" , 
' ' • !~ 
With diaplacementa known at all points within 
the element from Eq. (10), the strain at any point can b·• 
detormir1cd as 
(12) 
From Eq. (10), with the functions N., N., N 
l. J m 
a 1 ready d c t t~ r rn i n c d , t 11 c n1 t1 t 1: ix ( B J can 1) c: cJ b ta i r1 c c1 • I f the 
linear form of these functions is adopted then strains will 
be constant throughout the element. 
2.3.lc Stress and Stiffness Matrix 
Assuming general elastic behavior in which the 
material is a homogeneous, isotropic, linear elastic solid, 
the relationship between stresses and strains will be linear 
of the form 
· {a} = [D] {e} f J(l.-3) 
where [D] is an elasticity matrix containing the appro-
priate material properties. Let 
• ' I 
- ~ ' I 
. ' . 
.. . ' :' ' 
S .. •1' " 'I 
" 
',_ ... ',• 
·, .. - . 
(lt) 
define t.he nodal forces in the R and z directions, which 
are statically equivalent to the boundary stress and/or dis-
tributed loads on the element. 
If a virtual clis1)lc1cement of the element, {d*}, is 
introduced, then Eq. (10) becomes 
{f * } • (N] { 6 *} 8 (15) 
and Equ. (9) becomes 
{e*} = [BT {o*} 8 (16) 
Thus, the external work done by the nodal forces, {Fi}, will 
be 
(17) 
and the internal work per unit volume done.by the stresses 
.and/or distributed force will be 
)., ' 
~· ' ' I 
. ::;,,-{ E *} 'l' {cr} ~ {f* Ji' { P} · '' . ' (18) 
' ., 
1 ·- • 
• ··1 ·, 
; ' I ' ·-. -' 
1 ".. 
in wt1ic~tl (p) 111 tlit, body forco. By equating the internal 
and external work done in tho olcmont 
.. 
T 
• {6*}e [/[BJT(D) (BJ {6•} 8 dV-,'(N)T {p}dV] (19) 
where Vis the volume of the element. Since {o*}e is arbi-
tary, 
(20) 
If the body force is zero, P = 0 
. {F}e = [/[B)T[D] (B]dVl {0} 8 (21) 
If we let 
(22) 
. ,/'-..,. ~'\ - ' . 
. <~iJ.d·i·express the voltime in terms .:of· R. and z ·.then 
'. I 
,', '. ,·,.· ,·:, ·-.: 
'·1· 
j ' - ', ·,,' '. • •' ·•· ' • ' • ' 
... '·:: __ :·::.:· ·.: .. ·. 
'-. -· ' 
I ', •; ," •',•' 
1 ' ' ' •• '\ ,,• •• -' ·' 
.·,..... ·. -22..; 
. ··.:' . ' . , . 
' ' 
I ',•-
•'• I , , 
\ ., ' 
., .. .. ' 
. ' 
.. ··.··.~·,.··., 
' : . •,,_ ,' . 
(23) 
(~J is known as the atiffnoss matrix, wherein the 
(BJ matrix is dependent on the cylindrical coordiniitcs R a,nd 
z. 
2.3.ld Solution of Element Displacements 
The characteristic relationship of applied force 
and displacement of an elastic element is 
[K] [o] = (F] (24) 
where [Fl represents the nodal forces required to balance . 
any distributed loads acting on the element. After the 
stiffness has been solved, the displacements can then be 
determined. 
2~3-2 Computer Program 
By using an over-relaxation method, a finite 
element computer program for linearly elastic analysis of 
an axisymmetric solid with axisymmetric boundary conditions 
was used to solve the simultaneous equations in Eq. {24) to 
obtain the element displacements • 
. ~2·3..: · 
' 
[~:, 
, •• f" •.· 1' (' ,: l'j ~ • f' .~'. ,,-, ( .. 1 {~f.•.t ~ .. .. .f. ,. ., . ' ·- J ·~ ', .... ),- ' • •. ,_ Ji. "" .. ;f .. ' - .... • • 
be t ..... · 1,. , • •, (·• J ,. ~ mt \ 1" t .... , .. · •. ·.1· 1··1 c.l 11· CJ .. c1 '." .1· ·.· ,. '°"' t: "'-" I • ~" , • <t,,. . .·~ " ~.) ,i ~~ l'f' i H 1 •• }' •1 (1(·•ti ··, ..,~ l t , .i •·.•• ~ 'f,, l,t.} ~. ,, L.'I .. ,,) ;J "' it( "'· <• ,. ( 1.. .. .. ' j , ; ;f' ,·~(Jmpu-
ter progra.m with the input of vertical and l1orizor1tal incre-
ments. 
The amount of computer time required to solve a 
finite ~lemer1t i=,1-oblem clepcr1cls on tl1c 21un1be1: of nodal p·oints 
and elements used to represent the system. For efficient 
operation, this should be kept to the minimum necessary for 
an a cc t1 r c:1 t c rep 1- c s e r1 t cl t i o 11 of t r1 e sys t c~ n1 ti 11 ci c r s t t1 ci :i' • The 
number of elements required is dependent both on the criteria 
for element sizes and shapes and on the size of the region 
which must be represented for valid simulation of the actual 
problem. The way to establish criteria for boundary condi-
·~ions is either to examine finite element solutions to pro-
blems for which other solutions are available, or to deter-
mine them experimentally. 
This program can handle up to 530)lodal points 
I?,. . 
and 1000 elements. It has been checked exactly against 
the program developed by Duncan, Monismith and Wilson (1968) 
by applying the same inputs to the program (a 12 in. diame-
ter plate with applied pressure of 100 psi on- a subgrade with 
modulus ESG = 10,000 psi and Poisson's ratioµ= 0.4). 
-24-
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the deflection moat:,urod on tho 1ubgrado from w?1 ich a modulu• 
ca.,n be catablis!1cd (using <!lther Eq. (Sa) or tho finite 
e 1 o t-': , __ • •_-· " •· , J _,.. r · 1 "It. r . t ~"!'~ •. '1 ~-.• I' * .... 11 t l...,. t·--cf ,_. ~- I '* ~. -• w • • I • 
.. ' 
t __ h ( • • · ,. · ) " .c-7 , · , t •. n 
'I. -. It ' -- ..., ... !\.... j. .• :'' . . ·""' ~- ;fl 'l. .. _.. ~--. 
- (''• . ' • ~ 1· • !/ ,f' ~ (-l • ~ •. t . .. . ...,., ~ ". ., {' . (i ( I 1 • •. · , , • ,·. . • 1: 1 !;l' . ' ' t .'. II 'II! 
., .aa -. --, .·- ( . _ '-"' .... 'ik,Jli ..._) . • .- . \....o. """ .. f, .•. • , . _, __ .,, I sub-
b a s l~ cl t~ f l e c t i cJ 11 s ca n lJ t~ tl s <~ tl tl1c 
subbase. This procedure can be repeated for successive lay-
ers work.i11g upward. Figures 5 ancl 6 s}10\t.' a simplified flow 
d l. a (''I' 1- . •q r ( . ;,-- C J . i.J; , , • ,) l t h , • f 1· I"' 1· •-· ·1 ... lo 1 , -. 'n1 -• 11 t r. _·) ·r-. ()_ (._-_.". !_~ ~-l T.T',1 ,_l !1 c1 ;:_-l p .·1· (~ t- C) 1· i il 1_ 1- C: pre -• • ~-· .. . i . - l. t..- ( -· , -- • • C- • , I - -! , • " 
sent,1ticJI1 of tl1e ite1-ati\rc 1Jroct:ss for- dete1-n1ir1in.g the modu-
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II I. DEVELOPMENT OF fl'l!LO TE!STING PROGRAM 
- - -
In order to evaluate tho behavior of Pennsylvania 
flexible pavements and to reconcile the Interim Guide to 
local conditions, it was decided to set up a field test pro-
9 r ·1- n~, 1· n • , • ' ·1 i c· h . • 1 1 t, ; i ' • t· - -• • • t' • ~ • , (. • r f ~ C • I, .. i , t t • • -·- , . • • '--" _ _,, • , .._ -- t ,':') , '.\ , ..... •- ._, . . --, •:· l <n-• ' 'l y-'i "I) f ~ , ·- -- • . . c... ...., (__ -, '· ( 1 t· hr· 'l c_· - • ,-) · -. I_~ f (-_1 r- •11 c· d L, --· " • • . •-• ( _ i--' (_ . .. .. _ I • 
• 
at tr,c~ !ti\S1IC) !{<-Jc1ci 'rc~st. 'fl1e fic .. lrl tt.~sts were n1~1cic· in tl1e 
eastern part of Pennsylvania over the summers of 1969 and 1970. 
3.1 Existing Construction Materials and in Pennsylvania 
Flexible Pavements 
The majority of flexible pavements tested are con-
structed of seven components. There is one asphalt concrete 
surface type, five base types (aggregate bituminous, aggre-
gate cement, aggregate lime pozzolan, bituminous concrete, 
and crushed aggregate), and one subbase type 
gate). 
(crush aggre-
The thicknesses of surfaces ranged from 2.6 in. to 
3.7 in., the bases from 5.9 in. to 8.8 in., and the subbases 
from 5.2 • in. to 12.7 in. 
Figure 7 shows the original experimental design of 
~be test sites. Numbers in blocks are test site identifica-
tions in which the first digit represents the base type and 
the second represents subgrade type. 
~26-
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3.2 Selection of Taat Sitoa 
The expcrimontal program vaa deaigned to include 
th,ree types of nt1bgr.idc Eioi l t1ncomp4sair1g low, ma,Jium, a.nd 
h 1• g l'TI • • '.' ' ' I. ' . \ .( . 'f' r_ 1 ' ',. r '· ' "' . l .·1 'i. • *. ~ < • ; J + ,. ... \. J l .i1< l ,,• \. J • l,_ + i;. -. \. l ·4' \. _. - ._ \ Ii ,,_ ate ~· 
,t:;., ¥, • .,.; 
:/ 't ' ~- ' ·) ~- . ' ·. ~ - ~-f , • . 1 • F 1··  0 C!i ! ~ \ (.1 ... ll c ~ .. l () t ~) ... ) , 
i ... (. T' , ' , • • ·· w. 1 rt , '.'' ; t i '~. ( • f ( :, , f "\. . i 'I' "r, 1 r t , ... t , ~""' t t' 1_·.• 
{., . ._; · ... .,.. ' 1 l• t-·' '•,--'ill.>,._ ...... 'f ,-, 11._.c; -.\L (.,it ft i._,ij :fr-i' ....... < ,,. . ..,, .... "f < ;u( . .a 1;,_ ,., .• 




addition, five pavement types were included (one surface and 
one subbase, combined with five base t~rpes as described in 
Se C t i. Cl I1 ( .] • 1 ) ) . 'I'l1us, f C)r :1 c· c·_) n~ ., ) 1. .• t' -. <... ·• •• 1 •...... t. ,(__ 
•· 
f . I ... t· ( '1 J- l0 ·1 1 
,t ..... A (__.,.. ... . . _, .. , - (" . ' - I tl1c field 
exp c r i n1 c r1 t con s i s t e c1 o f a c C) znlJ i r 1 ~1 t i or, C) f f i f t c~ e r1 s i t es • In 
addition, four replicate sites were included. 
Because of the extensive natu.re of the field 
testing program, it was decided that the testing program 
would be conducted over two summers (1969 and 1970), with 
each summer's work being essentially independent of the 
other. This procedure provided an additional advantage by 
permitting adjustments in the experimental design to be made 
during the intervening winter in those cases where the field 
tests indicated that the initial experimental design desig~ 
nations were in error. Error arose mainly from modification 
of the support soil classifications following actual field 
testing of the support soil. 
' • ., l 
,, l, 
• '_, J • 
• ': l 
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3.3 Teat Sita Layout 
Each test site was 1000 feet long. Three test 
pita were selected i;1t 1~(1r1-clom i11 tl1c outf~r wheel 1J:.1t?1. De-
tail lists of the f icld tests performed at each site a.re 
given in the Appendix. 
3.4 Plate Loading Test 
One of the more satisfactory field tests is the 
plate loac1ir1g test, since tr1c bearing area, the magnitude of 
the ap1Jlied load, and extent of inflt1c~r1cc on t}1e pc1\rc~rncr1t 
system is similar to the actual vehicle loading condition. 
A series of plate loading tests were conducted mn 
the surface of each layer at pit 2 (see Appendix) in every 
site. For each test three different unit pressures were ap-
plied and released for measurement of deflection and rebound 
movements of the plates. The plate sizes and various unit 
pressures used for measurements are given in Table 2. For 
the 1970 test sites, it was decided that an additional 12 
in. diameter plate loading test should be performed on the. 
surface of each sublayer at pit 2 in order to obtain more 
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IV. ANALYSIS OF PLATE LOADING T!ST DATA 
4.1 Plato Loading Test on Subgrado 
A 30 ir1. cliitmc1tcr IJlate loading test was conducted 
r ,_ 'i f .l r_·-, •.· r _1_ i . , • · ' 1. c_} . 1· t ~- •. · r_ , n 
~-, _. '* '. I'-·· J _. ""'· lit Ii-_ • • - -\_ - •,. -.,.. A 11<-·-'.\ '"·-} • I 
. •· 
f e l t t 11 1.1 t ~.1 d ci i t i CJ r1 iJ 1 i 11 f <J r n1 ~1 t i o r1 \it' o u l cl b c r1 C! t· cit~ ti for tl1 e 
analysis of strength of pavement components in the layered 
system, therefore, an additional 12 in. diameter plate load-
ing test was also conducted on the subgrade at pit 2 of the 
1970 test sites. 
Both the Burmister layered system approach and the 
finite element analysis were applied to the data obtained 
from these tests. 
4.1.1 Application of Burmister's Theory 
By setting the settlement factor F equal to unity 
(i.e. for a single layer) Eq. (7) may be w'ritten for the sub-·. 
grade modulus as: 
E = l.18ar F 
SG L\SG (2·5) 
This was used to determin~ the subgrade moduli shown with 
dotted lines in Figs. 8 and 9 for 12 .in. diameter and 30 in. 
diameter plates • 
.. " :·· ... ·, ·, .' .... . 
4.1.2 Finite Element Anall•i• 
analyzt~ •• ) ' • ' 1 ) . * ' 1. .. - ; ' i . j .•.• \.c., i( •. · .... t' f ,. ',,\(,;. t.,l i ,t (/1,) . . • t, f. t ..•• ·. 
Con.-· al 1· t 1· CJ 11·- •-~ • ~'" z-~ ,r. th ·.·1 t' ' . " .. . .. • . ..) '1ft 1;.~ . .. "' li ti ,. / ( i ) t }1 c 11rxi "1 l 
1\ ., ·.·_-.'" ,ii i ( 
elements were fixed at a depth of 18 radii for the bottom 
boundary and (ii), they were constrained from moving radial-
1 Y (.) n t· h ( .. ~ , p 1 • r- t· i -~ 1 1 -~ ' "" . ,.__-_. . ""- . -··. ...., ( .. (. ,. ' t . .i . ,. · ,r1· .· ·~-~ · .- ~ -· · c•· :,11-~ 1 • ,J() t,. • (11 l ! • , l t d L l ~· L ci. •. L. '-· 
.. 
(') f l ") 1- :1 l··1· l 1· ,· .,. f'1r"r' 
· ,,a • .-, ,l.,.- ~ . _-lftu . .• ... .• • "· - '' jt • i 
the c e r1 t (; r ( I;' i g . 1 0 ) . I t i s ob v i o tl s t l1 d t t l1 (: 11 o ci a l IJ cJ i 11 t s 
on the centerline (left boundary in Fig. 10) can only move 
vertically because of the axisyrrunetric loading condition. 
Su.bgrade moduli computed from finite element analy-
ses are shown with solid lines in Figs. 8 and 9 for 12 
and 30 in. diameter plates. 
• in. 
4.1.3 C~rn~arisons of Results from Burmister's Theory and 
Finite Element Analysis 
By using the field plate loading data, the sub-
grade moduli obtained from Burmister's theory and from the 
finite element analysis for 12 in. diameter and 30 in. dia-
' 
meter plates under applied pressures of 48 psi and 15 psi, 
respectively, are shown in Tables 3 and 4. It may be seen 
that the deviation between subgrade moduli obtained from 
Burmister 's theory and from the f-ini te element analysis are_··_ 
I· . ',, ~ 'i. • ' .' .. 
allMlll. In other "orda, either the Burmiatcr•s theor·y or 
aubgri1ci(" m,c>e-luli. ltoW("\r,·~r, rr~odt1li obtl1ir1tJt.i fron1 t}1t· latter 
method usually are a little h ighor than t!1e former. Thia 
mi g h t lJ c~ l::> ,-:: c .11 tl s l~ o f th c c! i f ft· r· c! n t b o ti r1 cl cl r~l con cl i t i on s o f the 
, 1 tJ l 1 "" ( 1 . J ( • i '· , • •; cl n , I t' h, , • ·~~ t • l , • { · t · i r i r ·\ Cl f i i t ·1 1· • ; 1 ; c ·1 r ) ' ( ; , .r 1i11 1 ll, • · 
. ~ ~. ._ ' '*' 'I, • .. -I! .. ·. • __ , ... Iii, _ .. " .,,_, • I ... _.___ ;,_ __ ', L ' - -.. .cc. -· '.c ,,., • i .-__ - ... ..._ ,,.__. - ~ *' - - -- '- • "'--• • u. ,_ ' ~.,; .. " ( 0. 5 
(7) and 0.4 was used for u in the 
finite element analysis). 
4.1.4 Variation of Subgrade Modulus with Applied Pressure 
and r) 1 ~1 t e s i z c 
Table 5 shows t.he range of moduli between applied 
unit pressures of 16 psi and 48 psi (the usual range of 
pressures for routine testing on 12 in. diameter plate load-
ing tests). It is seen that, for constant bearing area, 
the moduli tend to keep constant regardless of the change of 
applied pressures. This result implies that the subgrade 
material does behave elastically. 
Table 6 shows the variation of moduli between 
applied unit pressures of 5 psi and 15 psi for ·30 in. dia-
meter plate loading tests. The agreement is not as good as· 
in Table 5. It is believed that because the large size 
plate loading test was not easy to.handle.in the field, the 
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this reason that sul,gr, .. tcJc n1c><it1li obtair1cd from higher pres-
sure are used in later analyses. 
Burmister (1943) and McLeod (1963) have shown 
that subgradc? n1ociuli obtair1ed fron1 pl,.1tc~ loaclir1~1 t(~sts in-
crease with the increase of bearing area. This is also the 
case in tl1is study. Table 7 shows the variation of subgrade 
modulus \•.ritl1 IJlc.1tc clian1c·tc!rs c)f 12 in. ar1ci 30 in. It n1ay be 
seen that subgrade moduli obtained from 30 in. diameter 
plate loading tests are generally higher than those from 12 
in. diameter tests. However, the variation of subgrade mo-
duli between these two bearing sizes does not seem to be con-
sistent. 
4.2 Plate Loading Tests on Layered Systems 
To evaluate a representive modulus for a four-
layered pavement system, a series of plate loading tests 
was performed on the surface of each layer at pit 2 in every 
site. Both the elastic-layered theory and the finite ele-
ment method were used to determine the moduli of each pave: 
. . . ment component on various soil subgrades. • .•1:..,,-'".' '. I 
. . ·. ,:,- _· ....... ,, . 
' ~~ ' I• .I ' 
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4.2.1 ....... ....,,.i=v="!~ont ~c,-.c!~a1=crod Theory Ai!,plied to Multi.-
'1 et" (•t! ;; \/ :1 t <" rr:.rt 
-=--,_ ·.- - c-__ - - . --· ""4. -,,..,_, 
• 
Bt1rmi Nt•Jr 'ti t.heory for a two-layered ayate.m waa 
componer1ts. 
4.2.la Determination of.u,epar Layer Modulus in a Two-L,xered 
System 
Taking the su.bbase a.nd su.bgrade in Fig. 11 as a 
two-layered system, the deflection on the surface of the 
subbase obtained from Burmister's theory is (using Eq. 
~SB 
a3·r3 
= 1.18 E F3 SG 




Since, in Pennsylvania and other state,, pavements 
are constructed by designing each successive layer stronger 
than the layer underneath it, it is a reasonable approxima-
tion to ass~e that the surface deflection in a two-layered 
system is entirely contributedby·the lower layer. In other· 
' ·- ~· .' . ' 
. ' . 
.. 
• .- ' -r ~ - • 
• 1,_··.: ' :,/"_.'_---.:· 
.... ·, .,_,_ 
., . 
~ ."1!11 
words, ,~SB car, be set to be oqua l to hSG. Wh•n tt10 same bear-
ing areas ilrc used (r 3 m r 4), than 
(28) 
By knowing the settlement factor F3, and the ratio of pave-
ment thickness to radius of bearing area, T58;r3 , the ratio 
of moduli, E5 G/E 58 , can be found from Fig. 2. Since ESG 
can be calculated from Eg. (5 a) , ESB car1 tl1er1 be found. 
4.2.lb Determination of Upper Layer Modulus in a Multi-
Layered Systems 
Consider a three-layered system consisting of 
base, subbase, and subgrade in Fig. 11. 
Taking the base as the upper layer and the combi-
nation of subbase and subgrade as the lower layer to form a 
Burmister's two-layered system, the modulus of the lower 
layer, E88 , which actually is the composite modulus of the 
combination of subbase and subgrade, can then be calculated 
from Eq.. (Sa). Again, setting l\BB equal to l\SB for r 2 = r 3 
then 
•. 1, (29) '. '·-, '· . :"-; .. 
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By knowing t,ho settlement factor r2 , and tho r4tlo 
of pavement thickntJaB to r.atlil1u of b,1aring aroa, T 13n r 2 , r~ 88 
can be found with the aid of Fig. 2. 
Analogot1sl}', follo,...•ir1g tho same procedure, the mo-
dulus of the surface can also be found. 
The procedure described above is based on the 
assumption tl1<1 t i. f i r1 tr1 c 11 l::t]tl i v·a l er1 t"' two- la}'e red sys tern, 
the s c t t 1 e n1 en t f a c tors ( 1~· ') ~1 r1 ci F~ .1 i r1 F' i g . 11 ) f C} 11 C> '"; a r1 i n -L. .. 
fluence curve shown in Fig. 2 for a two-layered system, then 
F1 , F2 , and F3 can be found. 
This procedure requires that the size of the plate 
on every layer is the same. In the 1970 test sites, a 12 in. 
diameter plate load test was performed on every layer at pit 
2 in each site. This provides sufficient information for 
the analysis. In order to determine F1 , F 2 , and F3 , it is 
also necessary to know the magnitude of the applied unit 
pressures for which deflections of a series of plate loading 
tests on each layer at every pit are of the same amount. 
This can be done by plotting curves of pressures versus de-
flection for the test data. The required applied unit pres-
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Figure, 12 a,nd 13 ehow applied unit pre1aurea 
at critical pavement deflections of 0.02 in. on the aub9rade 
and su,bba.se (founcl by interpolation for 1970 test sites). 
The results of 8t.1rmistcr •s a11l1l;,sis arc presented 
in Table 8 and will be discussed later. 
4.2.2 Finite Element Analysis 
It has been stated in Section (4.2.la) that, in 
a layered system, the majority of the surface deflection is 
contributed by the subgrade when the pavement components are 
compar~tivcly stiffer than the subgrade. Therefore, it is 
necessary to adjust the boundary conditions in the finite 
element analysis for a layered system. According to Duncan 
et al (1968), the deflections and stresses obtained by moving 
the fixed boundary to a depth of 50 radii while maintaining 
the same radial constraints as for the half-space analysis 
are in a fairly good agreement with other layered-system 
analyses such as that performed by Chevron Research Company 
(1963). The finite element configuration used for analysis 
of a layered system is shown in Fig. 14 which contains 198 
nodal points ~nd 340 elements. 
. ' 
Poisson's·ratio, µ = 0.4 was used for all layers • 
. The point loads, converted from the- unit pressures·· applied 
.. -.1:,· •. 
I . 
. ' ... ·, 
on plates of various sizes, arc shown in Pig. 15. The 
reaultu of the finite element analyu1u arc prosontod in 
Table 9 and will be discussed in detail later. 
4. 2. 3 Strength of Pavement., Components 
4.2.la Subbase Courses 
It is ~~nown that for soil material the modulus is 
a fun ct i o r1 of t r1 c~ n1 ~1 t t! r .i z:11 t 11 i c }: r1 t • ~·:; s z1 r1 c i s i :z c~ o f 1 o ,:id e d 
area. The thickness of the subbase courses selected for 
field tests ranged from 6 in. to 12 in. 
Th·e moduli of subbase courses shown at Column 2 
in Ta.ble 8 are determined from Burmister 's two-layered sys-
tem theory described in Section (4.2.la) at a critical pave-
ment deflection, 0.02 in. (12 in. plate load data only). 
The moduli range from 13,806 psi to 43,046 psi as the thick-
ness of subbase varies from 6.8 in. to 10.8 in. Figure 16 
shows the variation of subbase modulus (obtained from equi-
valent two-layered system approach) with its thickness. It 
may be seen that within the range of subbase thickness from 
6 in. to 9 in., the slope is much greater than for subbases 
with thicknesses outside this range ·(less than 6 in. and 
more than 9 in.) • When the thickness. of subbase is less 
" .. , '.'·, ,', 
. . 
~- -.... , • ;-- ,•· ': t...t . ' . -~ -- , ..• l S } 1. ',., } . • . t 1 L l (cl C l ll u O f t l t" l tJ il cl r * (! il r c· ll , t t1 c~ n t1 bl; l1 u '* mt) d tl l t.1 :1 l s 
no longer a sensitive function of its thickness. Thia im~ 
plies that any increase in the thickness of the subbase 
l . . f ~ ' - f ~ ··1 .;- 1 ,.;. -.- .• ; 
... ·' e. " ( • 1 . • i..1 ,. .. l (:. cl will not substan-,, 
Within the thickness range of 6 in. to 9 in., the 
subbase modulus increases effectively with the increase of 
"Effective 'rl1ickness." It is obvious that t!1e range of ef-
fective thickness depends on the subbase material in use. 
In the 1969 and 1970 test sites, the subbase material is 
crushed aggregate having laboratory CBR values ranging from 
89 to 144 per cent. 
The moduli of subbase courses shown in Table 9 
are determined from the finite element analysis described 
in Section (2.3) by using the subgrade moduli determined 
from a 12 in. plate load test. The moduli range from 10,100 
psi to 41,000 psi as the subbase thickness varies from 6.8 
in. to 10.8 in. By comparing Table 8 and Table 9 it may be 
seen that the subbase moduli obtained from Bullllister's 
the~ry are generally higher ·tha·n those from the finite ele~ 
ment analysis. 
. . :.· ... :~.a- . 
' •' ./;;) ·~· ' 
•,' i 
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' l. • 
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A• ahow·n in Fig. 1.7, the etfective thickne11 
found from t)1c finite clement analysis for a 12 in. plate 
on botl1 tit1l:>gr'",:it!~.-~ tine! st1bbasc is from 6 .in. to 9 in. anc! is 
es "' .. r•'·,• 1· 1· l l·· t··h · - ~·., ,.. f 4 '~. t. .•. . ... "J ·'-' • i t.:: 
·"' 
theory. 
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4.2.Jb Base Courses 
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The moduli of five base types obtained from the 
equivalent two-layered system approacl1 ilre shown in Fig. 18 • 
. ~ 
The data were obtained from nine test sites in 1970. There 
is insufficient data to suggest if the relationship between 
modulus and thickness is similar to that detern1ined for sub-
base material. 
It was not possible to determine the base moduli 
for the 12 in. plate load test on all layers (subgrade, 
subbase, and base) using finite element analysis. It may 
be because of the accumulated errors resulting from the 
iter~tive process of determining modulus of each layer by 
starting from the subgrade. Any error in measurement data 
in the field and the accumulated errors from approximation 
of the finite element analysis may result in large errors 
at the third and fourth steps in this iterative process. 
ib_is is a weakness of the method. 
( ' ' 
-39-
.. 
. .- ' ; 
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The varlation of the base moduli with ttlicknesa 
be independent of layer thickness but again there is insuffi-
cient data to draw definite conclusions in this regard. 
4.2.3c Surface Course 
The moduli of the asphalt concrete surface obtained 
from the equivalent two-layered system ilpproacl1 are shown 
in Fig. 20. The rc1r1ge in moc1L1li is fron1 113,280 psi to 
191,160 psi. The surface courses of all test sites were 
the same, and it may be seen from Fig. 20 that these moduli 
appear independent of thickness. The average of these as-
phalt concrete surface moduli is 143,281 psi which is very 
close to the value (150,000 psi) sununarized and sg.ggested 
by McCullough and VanTil (1968). 
It was not possible to obtain the asphalt concrete 
surface moduli by the use of finite element analysis. The 
possible reason was given in Section (4.2.3b). 
·,,; ,-
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V. EVALUATION OF S·TRUCTURJ\L COEFFICIENTS 
One of the limitatlona of the f--lcxible Pava.ment 
t h ,., • ! ~. ( / 'I ~ •: 1 I ·; 1 "' '; ; -~ ~- • ,'. < • ( ·r ,. " ~ ( ~ ' l. (--,, f" (.· • f • 'I'" ' ' t • ~ ;"' " ' • t • \ • • i ' • ~ ( ', f -~, ( ';, ,r· < : t• r ll i~ t·• _ t.\ r 7'_• _ 1 ,, \_:. l.,. ,ii, ~ •, •. I ii,,_ ji ..... 1• ·• .( • ~ if 'I. 'I' ,M. • .a · {: :.fi,· I • $ ·q '. f j - , + tjo I, "1 If. ilk .,, t 'I' ] • .... ' • /\. ,,A- ·- · I" ill '""' 'i" M "1,.,.c,·· .~ j U 
co e f £ i c: i (: 11 t :; f or n1 il t t~ r i ( .i 1. s ,i i f f r • r t:7 11 t f z~ c) n1 tho s E! o f t l1 L~ lv\ SH 0 
Road Test. In this chapter, the moduli determined for each 
layer (by both layered elastic theory and finite element 
an a 1 ~:zl ~; i s ) a re t r a r1 ~::; 1 a t c~ cl i 11 t cJ s t r Ll c; t u r ii l co c~ f f i c i e 11 t s • 
Since the structural coefficients of pavements 
should represent their stress-strain characteristics at sub-
failure loads, the structural coefficients, a1 , a 2, and a 3 
for surface, base, and subbase can be correlated directly 
from the individual moduli which are also representative 
of the stress-strain characteristics of an elastic material. 
5.1 Structural Co~fficients for the Surface, a1 
The surface course is a hot-mixed and hot-laid 
asphalt concrete identified as Pennsylvania ID-2A. The 
thickness ranges from 2.6 • in. to 3.7 in. It has Marshall 
stability values from 874 lb. to 2047 lb. with an average 
value of 1512 lb. 
_, . 
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Tho atructurnl coefficient of tho naphnlt ourface 
material I t . . • '\ {" ( '" t 'r f' <. • . !. ·. 1 t ( , , l jic,. ( ''-,! ', •::, __ , . :II' • • .•.. ... • ' .. -. . .,_ • -~, ' ' f •••• ~ ' ,;. l \,,-; 
( I l l i r1 o i s ) • Tho co c f f i c i t.~ 11 t f () r t t 1 t: ii \J r f a ct~ co u r a t ·~ ( it 1 ) 
verst1s Marshall stabilit1, values is shown in Fig. 21 in which 
th . l t " •) - .~ " .. · 1· 1 •. 4 -" ,. _,. •, ,_. -·~· e ,_ . ~. __ c. .. • t _ .. ...."' _ 
.. •-
() f o . -t -a rt} JJ r < • s L~ 11 t s t 11 (~ lJ i t t1 mi r1 o u s con c re t e 
. t ill .. 1 . ": ... t U 5 .. (. t1 c 1 n, - /"' f • i ~ r ·1 . , c ~ '1 ,_. c.~_. t· -"-"'" '\.,.A, ' ., .. • _.-,. • '-'- •. ., - I',.._. . .. ... ,,. .- .... l • . 1 r1-
terprcted from the average Marshall stability value for the 
Pennsylvania field tests. 
5.2 Structural Coefficients for Bases, a2 
The structural coefficient, a2 , for base material 
may be obtained from 
(30) 
The structural coefficients, a 2 , obtained from 
moduli determined by the equivalent two-layered system for 
a1 equal to 0.38, and 0.44 are shown in Table 10. Those 
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5.3 Structural Coe ff icienta for the Subbaae, •.J 
The! fJtructural co,efficient, a 3 , for subbaae 
material is cJb t ~1 i. 11 c~ ti fr tJm 
The structural coefficient, a 3 , obtained from 
(31) 
IIIOd u 1 i de t e rm i n c d b ~l c: c1 u i \r ,11 en t t \•/ o - 1 a :l e 1~ c (1 ~; :i s t c rn zi n d fin i t e 
element analysis are also shown in Tables 10 and 11 • 
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VI. SUMMARY ANO CONCLUSIONS 
1. The use of tho MSJ,tO doaign equation, Burmieter•a 
1 ayt~ r ,~cf 
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2. Because highway design involves layered syste118, in any 
e l a s t i c ,l JJ !J r c) ( 1 c: h u s c cl , a '-' c:1 l t1 c C) f n, c) c i u 1 t1 s i s r (! r1 tJ i r r·· d ,. 
for e a c 11 1 il 'l c r . T l1 c r o t1 t i 11 c n1 c t r1 o cl ll s et i to ci e t f • r rn .i. r1 c 
... 
the modulus is the laboratory triaxial test in which 
conditions are greatly different from the field. This 
stud~:l l1as tried to c1ctc~1-n1ir1c t11c n1oduli of pavement ma-
terials in situ by using the data obtained from plate 
loading tests on each layer. 
3. Correlation between the individual moduli of material 
and the structural coefficients used in the AASI-IO design 
equation are studied. The determination of a structural 
coefficient, a1 , for the asphalt surface is based on 
Marshall stability. 
4. Within the elastic range, the modulus of subgrade appears 
to be indep~ndent of the applied unit pre~sure but de-
pendent on the bearing area. The moduli determined from 
. . ' 
' . 
' ·, ' 
. ' : ' 
·. /; ' 
: I 
la.rgc plato sizes tond to b·e higher than t.hoae from 
small plate sizes. 
5. No matter what plate size is use·d, the subg.,rade mo,dulua 
de--t--~,,,,.,.,i••(··cl •1·cv~, t_1_·,,,. ,_,l·_,,; __ +, .... _1-r··, .. ·:,_•1 1 •_· 1,i, __ 1·i· __ .~.·,,· _1·_,_· (i_,. .. ,-ljr a -,: - · ,- ., , ~ • lll • · - • ·-- -ti! • • ... - - • ~ • -~ • 111 • • • .- • _.. \ -.·- ~ ~ • _ .... i -. , , • "'·" t .ii • t. • t ~ ~ .-.L '" ' . ., --. ,,,_ :· II • 4 ' 
1 i t t l e }1 i g !1 e .r t 1"1 a r-l t ?1 ,1 t f r om Burm i s t e r • s theory . 
6. For unsta.bilized crushed aggregate subbase materials, 
there is an cffc~cti\re t}1ickness ir1 \t1h.icl1 the moc]ulus in-
Out-c r e El ;-; c· !3 -":I .: c - - -- · • 1· , :- • J , -· , ·1· t· 1 ) -i r·1 1· r1 1 -, 1· - • · 1 ( • , • c·)- c t \1 1· · , 1 • r1 --- c • s l- !. 1 t., C L. - - '• C ' ,, 1•1 ' ' .. u ' . \.._, - t . c ... :'.) ,_, - l, l ' . C f' \,, l~ .-_) • 
~ 
side of the range of this effective thickness, the modu-
lus remains constant. The upper bound of this effective 
thickness is approximately equal to 1.5 times the radius 
of the loading area. 
7. Theoretically, if the boundary conditions and the ele-
ment configuration can be generated properly, the finite 
element technique is a very powerful method for solving 
a layered-system problem in pavement design. However, 
this study was restricted to determining the individual 
modulus of pavement materials from experimental surface 
deflections obtained from field plate loading tests (in-
stead of solving for deflection and stresses from known 
individual moduli as is usual in a layered pavement de-






use an itcrt1tivc-, p1·occss to determine the modulus of 
on 
the s u b g r ad c t c> ,I(! t t~ rm i 11 t~~ t l1 c· s u tJ 'J z.· \1 c! c~ rn o cl ti l tl u . By 
knowing the subgrade modulus, the subbase modulus ca.n 
be determined from the deflection measured on the sub-
a layered pavement can finally be determined. A large 
accumulated error in tJ1is iterative ,, 
procedure may result at the surface due to the approxi-
ma t i o r1 i 11 t }·1 c f .i r1 i t c: c: 1 c rn c 11 t a n i1 l ~i s i s a 11 cl to e r r o 1~ s o f 
deflection measurement obtained from plate loading tests 
on each layer. One eI'I 011eea& measurement on the sub-
grade and/or subbase may reflect all the way up to the 
surface modulus. It might be for this reason that the 
determination of surface modulus was not possible. 
In the approach of the equivalent two-layered 
system, the determination of each modulus uses only the 
composite modulus beneath it. In other words, one cal-
culation is independent of the other. Therefore, no 
error is accumulated. 
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TABLES 
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COEFFICIENTS OF PAVEMENT COMPONENTS 
Pavement Component 
C/ I 1 y·· l, I ~-• · 
- ) \. ,I . . ; • ' (., ( • 
!)<·-_-__ ) ___ 1 ,~r· 1 ••• I' r ( ,, ~ s·~ ta-,. ' \_. \,-- •• I ~ -I' ¥' 'I< 7 ,I,_ >_, ,.. ,.._ y 
l._._)_ .. 1· 1 1 " .. \ - .... • ,. f J 
, ' 
P l ' ' n t " ; • . ( r,, t' g h r (._ ,l ,i ,lj .... ,,> 0 I 0,: ., IL \ .. • 
8 ~1·c.._···· i',,,:7·,_: •• t ~~){ . . ' . I • 
C" :1 I 1 ' , . ' r- -·- ·- ' ~ ,'.'."~ 1 I,._-, ~- 4 1., 4 f ( ~ t.. 1 I \...,, 
• .,i: • l 
C 1~ ll ~-~ h !_ .: , l :-; t c) 11e 
C en 1 c~ r1 L t r , · ,: 1 t c cl 
( 11c)- s cJ i l - c:c.~n1cn t) : 
6 5 0 IJ ::; .L C) f I110 r C 2 
~-
400 lJS i tC) 650 
1)~3 l 
4 0 0 IJ s l or· 1 c s s 
Bitumir1ot1s trec1ted: 
Coarse gr21dcd 




Sand or sandy-clay 
0.20 












1This value has been estimated from AASHO Road Test 
data, but not to the accuracy of those factors 
marked with an asterisk. 
2compressive strength at 7 days. 
Table l Structural Coefficients 
,, .. -. 
Determined in AASHO Road Test· 
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PLATE SIZES AND PRESSURES 









St1r f·ce . ~· .· ··.··. 12 1 6 t 3 2 I 4 8 
Base 12* 16 I 3 2 I 
,, 8 
18 16 3 2 4 8 1 1 
12* 16 ] ~} 4 8 Subbase 1 .. ~ I 24 1 0 ~) 0 ") f3 I ..... 
' 
L.. 
12* l 6 - i ') ~ () _j d L) Su.bgrade ' 
,.__, 
' 30 5 1 0 l r 
' ' 
) 
* 4>12 in. plate loading test performed on base, subbase, a.nd 
subgrade only for 1970 test sites. 
-
.. ~. 
Table·i· Plate Sii~s. a~d.Uriit Pressu~es. 
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Subgr,,d~ Mod1 l tin Eer· .. 'I ,•' - t 
~--> 't 
{ f 'J 't' ~ ,_- f ,1 t < .. ) ":' "., t 'I l 
T(tfl t ., ·C " 
. ... 
" 
~ ~ . ~ ' . 
-
=-:.- c_-·----=--~-~-~ ..... - . 
' 
<; 1 tc "' .. -.. f~ t~· .. • 13 f"/• • /t. ' • .. . • • • ..._f,I • 
·, 3 ( l 1 ' ) ( 10 \ 0 t - < • , •-··-... f' II, l --:~- ... ! .... "} .,_-j J 
~- •· 
-
.---------- --- :.----___ ---. 
--· 
.,.,..,, ___ ~---
1 l - 0 5 0 4 7 • • 
21-0 9 • 7 9 • 2 
51-0 20 • 0 17 • 9 
12-0 10 • 2 9 • 7 
12R-0 8 • 2 7 • 8 
42-0 7 • 0 6 • 8 
52-0 11 • 3 10 • 8 
33-0 5 • 3 5 • 1 
43-0 27 • 0 25 • 4 
*F. E. A.= Finite Element Analysis 
B. E. = Burmister Equation 
Applied Pressure: 48 psi 
./_ 
Table 3 Comparison of Subgrade Modulus for 12 in. 
' ~ ,, _, 
. . ' 
Plate Obtained from Finite Element Analysis_ 
and Burmister's Equation 
..-so-.:· 
-· 
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*F. E. A.= Finite Element Analysis B. E. = Burmister Equation 
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- W Table 4 Comparison of su:b(Jrade Modulus.for 30 in. Plate Obtained from Finite Element Analysis and Burmister's Equation· 
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Material Structt1r,=l.l (' .. "" r-, .. \ •,--;., ,- C ._.,. (' .. . ,, ' ... -.. .. i-'"i.. ...,...., ,, 
- .... :-) ._ .. ~--·' ,,._- -· .•.. -~- ~ 
-
'-.-.,__• ... 
I (I) Surface ..--) I ~) Course 
al 0 ') (', .. '... .,.---,. ~ , ,I.,. I • ..:J u \.J • ... •• 
(II) Base Course 
1. ABBC 0 11-0 66 /""\ 12-0 77 • • ':;,,) .. • 
2 ACBC 0 13- l ... ,···. ,-, .. <r" " 28 ·1: I ' I '.) - I • I , I ',.) • -~ • -· -· • 
--
A, • 
3 ALP 0 1 --, "' ,-, ...... , - •.. .- ~ .~ '""l 1 .... - I :J j - :J· j • • .. , __ _} -- • - ..... -· • 
--
. 
a2 4 BCBC 0 0 7-0 7 - -- !""''\ p -. ~,, Q :.J j ' _, • • • .._ • V 'J • ..... .,,,., 
s. CABC 0 17-0 
-
-~) ,··,; ! 
•. era,, I f .. ~ 
• • 0-t ..:.. I - • .... )- - • "i ,j 
-
(IIi) Subbase Course 
(crushed Aggregate 
Thickness from 6 • 8" to 10 • go ) a3 0 • 01-0 • 13 0 • 01-0 • 15 
.. 
·1 s1·nce no surface modulus coula., be o1--t::---·i ~.-~.(~ ::-.-,--··n· .;.--:; --~. ,:,-,--. [-.1, •. -.j""'ie,1""1,t . ~ .• . u i.._l _.._ .... ._ .......... -· ..... _ ·--.._.."' .... "- ..... + ............. - ii--- ..,_ 
- ....... ..._. • j. 'ii i. 
, ~::-< analysis the structural coefficient is 1~ictc~r:-:,.ir~c:d ::~er:-: su,bgrade up to base by assuming a 3 is 1. 0 and then f ing ti1.e ratios of EsB/EsG and EBB/EsG for a2 and a3. 
2. Correlated from Marshall stability. 
3. Value determined in AASHO Road Test. 
* Moduli are obtained from ¢30", 024 11 , ¢,18", and $12" plate lead test on subgrade, subbase, base, and surface respectively. 





















Material Structural rr,r.;;: Ci''"'"' i r "'",... c-........ '.,_J' ··= .;.,,. ,,;;,.j, ....... '~ ........... _." ~ .. -.!;._ .;..,~ -
- . 
(I) Surface Course 
0.38 1 0.44 2 (Asphalt concrete I-D2A) al 
(II.) Base Course 
1. ABBC 0.18-1.78 0.21-2.06 
2. ACBC 2.81 3.26 
3. ALP 
a2 2.25 "") .Y' ,..,, .... ,,) u 
4. BCBC 0.18-0.20 0 '"'\ .. ..., ., - : I • ._..., ,..i;.-, ·,.,r • 23 . 
5. CABC 0 . 16-0. 23 0 • • r- .:,,·... ,-:, -,. ~ ·4 - .': :1 _· J ,...,. ...r' .. .,, •• } • _.. I -
, 
' . . 
(III) Subbase Course 
(Crushed aggregate 
thickness from 6 • 8 '' to 10.8") a3 0.04-0.11 0.04-0.13 
1. Correlated from Marshall Stability 
2. Value determined in AASHO Road Test 
* Muduli based on critic al pa,lemen t deflection O. 02• a.nd t.12• plate load test on all layers 
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Eess: Composite Modulus of Base, Subbase, and Subgrade 
Ess : Composite Modulus of Subbase and Subgrade 
er: , Unit Pressure Applied on Plate 
P: Total Load Applied on Plate 
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;Fig. 14 ,Finite Element Configuration used for Analysis 
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• of Unit ..... Diam. 
\ 1 P1 P2 D tJ ·--~. ... , -s. Plat·e Size ,._..,,. _, •~' .;, Pressure ... J I .. .~ .. .. f; ...) &j l _, \~ (in.) (in.) (lb) (lb. ) ( l ::I ' (lb. ) ~ . ' .I ~ . ) .! k• 'I '" ,, • • '\ ...... -.~1 • j ! i ..-.... _,,. -• • l ,, 
12 48 452.39 2714.33 2261.94 \ 0 0 0 
.. 18 48 452.39 2714.33 5428.67 3619.11 0 0 -
24 28 263. 89 1583.36 3166 .. 72 I 4750 .. 08 ~ 2902.83 0 \ /. } 
f i 
; I11 30 15 141.37 848.23 1696 46 ' ,- ·' ·" • 6 9 ...., ....., r = --.. ""'"" ... 9-, Q 
.. 20 .L. :) ..... 'I'" ... l}H' ' ' I " • _, -1 ...-" .... • -·· ~ .... i' .,,,.. !, ,· I -
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THICKNESS OF SUBBASE (in.) 
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THICKNESS OF SU BBASE ( in.) 
Fig. 17 Variation of Subbase Modulus with Thickneaa 
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Average of Surface Modulus 
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Fig. 20 VARIATION OF SURFAC2 l·10DCLI 
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X:I. App-1·"'"'0I X ' •. '..,4't ... · ' .. ·. 
= 
1. Length of test section - 1000• 
2. There are 3 pits of random selection in each test 
section (all pits located at outer wheclpath) 
P i t 2 ( cc~ 11 t e r pi t ) ::: 5 ' X 7 t 
3. The following tests were performed at all pits: 
A. Surface (ID-2) 
:. 
a. GM.R t.hrough the whole section 
b. Dynaflect 
c. Benkelman Beam 
d. CHLOE 
e. Rut depth, cracking, and patching (every 100' 
interval) 
f. Surface coring (two $4 in. or ~6 in. asphalt 
concrete cores per pit) 
g. Pit surface sawing (cut open each pit and ob-
tained asphalt block samples) 
B. Base (five types) 
a. Samples for moisture content taken for crushed 
aggregate base course (CABC) 
b. Four bags o.f bulk samples taken from CABC for 
lab tests (2 for PDH and 2 for Lehigh) 
. c:::.... Nuclear gauge measured density and moisture 
content on non-asphalt stabilized material 
-86- .· 
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C. Subbase (one type) 
a. content 
b. Fou1, b~1gs of bt1lk !i,1m1Jlr:s for lab. teat• 
c. Nuclear gauge for density and moisture content 
D. Sub g r <1 ci ct ( t }11~ c~ (~ t ~l pc! s ) 
a. Nt1clr·dr gdlJ<)t· f(1r clensity and moisture content 
b. Field density by Balloon method 
c. 9 CBR per pit 
d. Samples for moisture content measurement 
e . Un cl i s t L11: lJ c (i s c1 n1 JJ l c~ s ( ; 6 i I1 • a 11 c1 ·: 4 i n • cores ) 
f. Four bags of bulk sample taken for lab. tests 
g. Layer thickness measurement 
4. Tests performed at pit 2 (center pit) only 
A. Surface ¢12 • plate loading test - in. -
<' 
B. Base q,12 • and $18 • plate loading test* - in. in. 
c. Subbase <f,12 • and <1>24 • plate loading test* - in. in. -
D. Subgrade $12 • and q>30 • plate loading test* - in. in. 
*No ~12 in. plate loading test on base, subbase, and subgrade 
in 1969 field test program 
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